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The stability and efficiency of organic solar cells �OSCs� were improved using thermally
stable fluorine-doped tin oxide �FTO� as the bottom electrode and
poly�3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene�:poly�styrenesulfonate� �PEDOT:PSS� and TiO2 as the buffer
layers. The TiO2 layer between FTO and the P3HT:PCBM active layer improved the interface
characteristics for a better charge transfer. The PEDOT:PSS layer retarded the oxygen diffusion to
the active layer. A maximum power conversion efficiency of 4.3% was obtained for the inverted
structure of FTO /TiO2 /P3HT:PCBM /PEDOT:PSS /Ag with a stable performance, and the cell
retained over 65% of its initial efficiency after 500 h. Additionally, the OSCs were fabricated using
all-solution based vacuum-free processes with screen printing for the Ag electrode and the results
were comparable to the device that used an evaporated Ag electrode. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3374406�

Organic Solar cells �OSCs� with conjugated polymer and
fullerene bulk heterojunction �BHJ� composites are consid-
ered promising candidates as renewable energy resources be-
cause of their light weight, low cost, and simple fabrication
for large area processing. Recent advances in polymer devel-
opment and processing techniques have improved the perfor-
mances of OSCs up to 5% in conventional device structures
using transparent conductive oxide as the anode, poly�3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene�:poly�styrenesulfonate� �PEDOT-
:PSS� as the anodic buffer layer, poly�3-hexylthiophene�
�P3HT�:phenyl-C61-butyric acid methylester �PCBM� as the
active layer, and Al or Ag as the cathode.1–3 However, in this
structure, the interface between the acidic anodic buffer
layer, PEDOT:PSS, and the common transparent electrode,
such as indium tin oxide �ITO�, is unstable in air, especially
under humid conditions.4 Many studies have been focused on
searching alternative buffer layers, including ZnO, Cs2CO3,
V2O5, and MoO3, in the inverted BHJ solar cell structure to
overcome these problems.5–7 Anatase phase titanium oxide
�TiO2� has also been considered as a candidate for the buffer
layer because of its high transparency and electron mobility.
Additionally, the additional charge generation at the double
heterojunction of the P3HT:PCBM and P3HT:TiO2 inter-
faces makes TiO2 a promising buffer layer for replacing
PEDOT:PSS.5

A previous study showed that a comparable short circuit
current density �Jsc� with conventional structure could be
achieved using TiO2 instead of PEDOT:PSS in the inverted
structure.8 However this device exhibited a poor open circuit
voltage �Voc� of 0.45 V and fill factor �FF� of under 44%,
and device performance was improved by modifying the en-
ergy band structure of the intermaterial with PEDOT:PSS as
an intermediate metal-organic material between Ag and
P3HT:PCBM. Moreover, OSCs using a PEDOT-based anode
as the oxygen barrier for the active layer exhibited an im-

proved device lifetime because of the lower oxygen and wa-
ter permeability.9,10

Although ITO is widely used in OSCs as the bottom
electrode because its conductivity is better than fluorine-
doped tin oxide �FTO�, the high temperature annealing that is
used to form the TiO2 anatase phase degrades the conductiv-
ity of ITO.11 In this study, a thermally stable FTO substrate
was employed, along with a TiO2 buffer layer as the electron
transporting layer under the P3HT:PCBM active layer. Addi-
tionally, a PEDOT:PSS layer was used as an oxygen barrier
layer on the active layer. Moreover, a screen printing method
was introduced for the Ag top electrode, and the device per-
formances were similar to an evaporated Ag electrode. Al-
though screen printing is a commonly used industrial print-
ing technique for large area processing, it has rarely been
used in OSCs for both the active layer and the top electrode
compared to the use of ink-jet printing or spray
deposition.12,13

P3HT �Rieke Metals, inc.� and PCBM �Nano-C� �1:1
weight ratio� were separately dissolved in a chlorobenzene
solvent �30 mg/ml� and stirred at 60 °C for 1 h. The TiO2
sol-gel solution was prepared by mixing titanium �IV� ethox-
ide, HCl, and isopropyl alcohol. The TiO2 solution was spin
coated on to the ITO �10 � /square� or FTO �15 � /square�
substrate and then sintered at 500 °C for 1 h under ambient
conditions. The thickness of TiO2 was 140 nm and was mea-
sured using surface profiler �alpha-step 500�. A 140 nm thick
photoactive layer �P3HT:PCBM� was deposited onto the
TiO2 layer through spin coating. PEDOT:PSS was mixed
with 1% �v/v� of a Triton X-100 �C14H22O�C2H4O�n� non-
ionic surfactant in order to deposit the hydrophilic PEDOT-
:PSS solution onto hydrophobic active layer. Then this solu-
tion was spin coated �40 nm� onto the hexamethylene
disilazane precoated surface. Thermal preannealing was con-
ducted at 160 °C for 5 min on a hot plate in ambient air. The
Ag top electrode �100 nm� was thermally evaporated or
screen printed with an active area of 0.1 cm2. The postan-
nealing step was conducted at 160 °C for 1 min. The final
solar cell device was fabricated with a structure of ITO
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�FTO� /TiO2 /P3HT:PCBM /PEDOT:PSS /Ag in Fig. 1. A
UV/visible spectrophotometer �Shimadzu UV-1601� was
used to study the transmittance of ITO and FTO. The sheet
resistance of ITO and FTO was measured using a four point
probe. The current density-voltage �J-V� characteristics were
measured using a J-V curve tracer �Eko MP-160� and a solar
simulator �YSS-E40, Yamashita denso� under an AM 1.5 G
�100 mW /cm2� irradiation intensity. The total incident light
intensity was calibrated using a pyranometer �Eko MS-802�
and a standard reference silicon solar cell. The entire fabri-
cation, storage, and measurement processes were conducted
in ambient air.

Figure 2 shows the transmittance of the ITO and FTO
layers on the glass before and after annealing at 500 °C for 1
h, which were the same conditions as the TiO2 sintering. The
transmittance of FTO was almost constant after annealing.
On the other hand, the transmittance of ITO redshifted and
was reduced to the range of 400�600 nm, which was the
main absorption wavelength region of P3HT. Moreover, the
sheet resistance of ITO was approximately four times
�40 � /square� higher than the initial resistance, whereas the
resistance of FTO remained almost unchanged. Therefore,
FTO exhibited a better thermal stability than ITO, and these
results were in agreement with previous reports.11 These op-
tical and electrical characteristics of FTO led to a higher

incident light absorption and better charge transport proper-
ties for the devices.

Table I shows the photovoltaic �PV� performance of the
OSCs with a structure of ITO/evaporated Ag, FTO/
evaporated Ag, and FTO/screen printed Ag. The PV perfor-
mance was optimized for the inverted solar cells using a 1:1
ratio of P3HT:PCBM with an ITO/evaporated Ag electrode.
At these optimized conditions, the power conversion effi-
ciency �PCE� was 4.01% and the Jsc was 10.83 mA /cm2. In
previous reports on the inverted structure using TiO2 without
PEDOT:PSS, the PCE was less than 1.5% with a poor open
circuit voltage �Voc� of 0.45 V and FF less than 44%. Al-
though the top electrode and thicknesses of the active and
buffer layers were slightly different in this study, the device
performance was significantly improved by modifying the
energy band structure of the intermaterial with an ambilateral
conductive polymer, PEDOT:PSS, which had an intermedi-
ate work function between P3HT and Ag. Moreover, the de-
vice with FTO/evaporated Ag exhibited thermally stable op-
tical and electrical characteristics and had a PCE of 4.31%
and a Jsc of 11.27 mA /cm2. Although the OSCs with FTO
exhibited similar FF and Voc to the OSCs with ITO, the
improved efficiency and higher Jsc were mainly caused by
the higher conductivity of FTO after sintering.

The device with FTO/screen printed Ag exhibited com-
parable Voc and FF values to the device that contained
evaporated Ag, but the Jsc was noticeably lower. The series
resistances derived from the slope of the J-V characteristics
under illumination close to the Jsc were 5.86 and 6.58 � cm2

for the evaporated and screen printed Ag, respectively. The
increased series resistance was caused by lower charge trans-
portation for the screen printed Ag, which had worse inter-
face properties and conductivity than the evaporated Ag. The
resistivity of the screen printed Ag that was deposited on the
bare glass substrate was 50�60 �� cm, which was �30
times higher than the evaporated Ag �1.7�2 �� cm� be-
cause the Ag screen printing ink contained about 30% car-
bon. Although these values were lower than the resistivity of
ITO �140�150 �� cm�, the higher resistivity of the screen
printed Ag reduced the charge transport. Moreover, the inter-
facial properties, such as the stability and the contact resis-
tance between PEDOT:PSS and the Ag ink, were worse be-
cause of the Ag ink that was used in the screen printing.
Therefore, the PV performances were lower in the screen
printed devices. Nevertheless, the FTO/screen printed Ag de-
vices exhibited a PCE of 3.05% and a Jsc of 9.38 mA /cm2.

Figure 3 shows the periodically measured J-V character-
istics of the OSCs with ITO/evaporated Ag, FTO/evaporated
Ag and FTO/screen printed Ag. These devices were stored in

FIG. 1. �Color online� Cross section of scanning electron microscopy image
of the inverted OSCs and the schematic device structure.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Transmittance of the ITO and FTO layers on the glass
before and after annealing at 500 °C for 1 h.

TABLE I. Device performances of the inverted OSCs over a period of 500
h using ITO or FTO as the cathode and evaporated or screen printed Ag as
the anode.

Cathode/anode �storage time�
PCE
�%�

Jsc

�mA /cm2�
Voc

�V� FF

ITO/evaporated Ag �0 h� 4.01 10.83 0.603 0.614
ITO/evaporated Ag �500 h� 2.02 7.65 0.580 0.455
FTO/evaporated Ag �0 h� 4.31 11.27 0.609 0.628
FTO/evaporated Ag �500 h� 2.81 8.36 0.603 0.558
FTO/screen printed Ag �0 h� 3.05 9.38 0.590 0.551
FTO/screen printed Ag �500 h� 2.15 6.92 0.570 0.545
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ambient air without encapsulation, and the device stability
was periodically measured for a period of 500 h. The con-
ventional device containing Al top electrode was unstable,
and its performance was less than half of its original PCE
after a day of storage. Additionally, a negligible PV perfor-
mance was observed after four days.9,14 The inverted device
structure possessed a much better stability under ambient air
conditions, and the FTO device retained over 65% of its
original PCE after 500 h. Hau et al.9 reported a better stabil-
ity, and over 80% of the efficiency was retained after 40 days
for a similar structure that used ZnO for the TiO2 layer.
Additionally, Lee et al.14 enhanced the lifetime by two orders
of magnitude over the conventional structure through the use
of TiO2 as a shielding layer in order to prevent the intrusion
of oxygen and humidity into the active polymers. The device
lifetime strongly depends on the storage conditions, such as

the temperature and humidity. Therefore, the results in this
study could not directly be compared to previous studies.
Nevertheless, this work showed a considerably improved sta-
bility because of the stable interface of the inorganic
FTO /TiO2 and the PEDOT:PSS layer that was inserted un-
der the Ag electrode as an oxygen barrier for the active layer.
Although this structure still required a high temperature in
order to crystallize TiO2, the fabrication of low temperature
devices on flexible substrates is possible through the further
studies using the low temperature synthesis of a simple so-
lution processed anatase TiO2.15

In conclusion, the stability and efficiency of the OSCs
were improved by using a thermally stable FTO electrode
with an electron selective TiO2 buffer layer and a PEDOT-
:PSS layer between the active layer and the top electrode in
order to reduce the oxygen diffusion to the active layer.
Highly efficient air-stable polymer solar cells, which retain
over 65% of initial efficiency after 500 h, were obtained with
a maximum PCE of 4.3% for the inverted structure of
FTO /TiO2 /P3HT:PCBM /PEDOT:PSS /Ag. Moreover, the
OSCs that were fabricated using vacuum-free all-solution
processes with a screen printed Ag top electrode exhibited
comparable PV performances to the devices using evapo-
rated Ag.

This work was supported by Grant No. ROA-2006-000-
10274-0 from the National Research Laboratory Program of
the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� J-V characteristics of the OSCs with �a� ITO/
evaporated Ag, �b� FTO/evaporated Ag, and �c� FTO/screen printed Ag at an
irradiation intensity of 100 mW /cm2 over a period of 500 h.
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